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String theory has long ago been initiated by the quest for a theoretical explanation of the observed high-energy
“Regge behaviour” of strong interaction amplitudes, but this 35-years-old puzzle is still unsoved. We discuss how
modern tools like the AdS/CFT correspondence give a new insight on the problem.
1. Introduction
It is well-known that string theory started from
the proposal of scattering amplitudes which may
grasp the two major structures of soft interac-
tion phenomenology in a condensed form : res-
onances and Regge poles. Two types of ampli-
tudes were proposed for four-point amplitudes,
see Fig.1. The Veneziano amplitude corresponds
to Reggeon exchanges with non-vacuum quan-
tum numbers and the Shapiro-Virasoro ampli-
tude corresponds to Pomeron exchange with vac-
uum quantum numbers. As soon after demon-
strated, they correspond to respectively open and
closed bosonic string theory amplitudes at tree-
level.
However, despite many efforts during years, no
widely recognized progress have been done in the
string theory of strong interaction amplitudes,
and after the discovery of QCD as the gauge field
theory of quarks and gluons, there remained little
place for it. Indeed, major theoretical obstacles
have been raised, for instance:
• The conformal anomaly of string theories
in Minkowski D-dimensional space leads to
the limitation D = 26, 10 for bosonic and
super strings.
• Zero mass gauge and gravitational fields ap-
pear in the string spectra of asymptotic
states, if not tachyonic states.
To these (non exhaustive list of) difficulties, new
questions have to be added after the discovery of
QCD, for instance:
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Figure 1. Reggeon and Pomeron String Ampli-
tudes.
• Where are “hard” interactions recovered in
a string theory framework?
• Can we elaborate a suitable string Theory
which could coherently describe the proper-
ties of gauge fields?
To these pending questions, the recently proposed
AdS/CFT correspondence between certain string
and gauge field theories may give new and reli-
able answers. Among these questions, the un-
derstanding of Regge amplitudes in terms of the
AdS/CFT duality have been the subject of an
approach which I will now describe.
2. String/Gauge fields Duality
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] has many in-
teresting formal and physical facets. Concerning
the aspects which are of interest for our prob-
lem, it allows one to find relations between gauge
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Figure 2. AdS5/CFT4 duality correspondence.
field theories at strong coupling and string gravity
at weak coupling in the limit of large number of
colours (Nc→∞), see Fig.2. It can be examined
quite precisely in the AdS5/CFT4 case which con-
formal field theory corresponds to SU(N) gauge
theory with N =4 supersymmetries.
Some existing extensions to other gauge the-
ories with broken conformal symmetry with less
or no supersymmetries will be valuable for our
approach, since they lead to confining gauge the-
ories which are more similar to QCD. Indeed, one
important question is to examine to what extent
confinement plays a roˆle in the Reggeization of
amplitudes.
However, note that the appropriate string grav-
ity dual of QCD has not yet been identified, and
thus we are forced to restrict for the moment
our use of AdS/CFT correspondence to features
which are expected to be a general feature of con-
fining theories duals.
Let us schematically recall the canonical deriva-
tion of the AdS5 background. One starts from
the (super)gravity classical solution of a system
of N D3-branes in a 10 − D space of the (type
IIB) superstrings. The metrics solution of the
(super)Einstein equations read
ds2 = f−1/2(−dt2+
∑
1−3
dx2i )+f
1/2(dr2+r2dΩ5) ,
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Figure 3. Exemple of minimal surfaces with Wil-
son lines boundary.
where the first four coordinates are on the brane
and r corresponds to the coordinate along the
normal.
f = 1 +
R4
r4
; R = 4πg2YMα
′2N ,
and g2YMN is the ‘t Hooft-Yang-Mills coupling
and α′ the string tension. Then one introduce
the “Maldacena limit”, where one sits near-by
the branes while in the same time going to weak
string coupling limit. the space-time is thus dis-
torted due to the (super) gravitational field of the
branes. One writes
α′(→ 0)
r(→ 0)
→ z , R fixed ⇒ g2YMN ∼
1
α′2
→∞ .
By reorganizing the two parts of the metrics one
obtains
ds2 =
1
z2
(−dt2 +
∑
1−3
dx2i + dz
2) +R2dΩ5 ,
which corresponds to the AdS5 × S5 background
structure, S5 being the 5-sphere. More detailed
analysis shows that the isometry group of the 5-
sphere is the geometrical dual of the N =4 super-
symmetries.
In order to illustrate the way how one formu-
lates the AdS/CFT correspondence, let us con-
sider the example of the vacuum expectation
value (vev) of Wilson lines in a configuration par-
allel to the time direction of the branes. This con-
figuration allows a determination of the potential
between colour charges [2].
One writes
〈e
iP
∫
C
~A·~dl
〉=
∫
Σ
e−
Area(Σ)
α′ ≈ e−
Areamin
α′ × Fluct. ,
3where C is the Wilson line contour near the D3
branes and Σ the surface in AdS-space with C
as the boundary, see Fig.3. The minimal area ap-
proximation is the vev evaluation classical α′ → 0
limit which can eventually be improved by cal-
culating the fluctuation determinant around the
minimal surface. In Fig.3, we have sketched Two
cases: the AdS5 “conformal” one and a a con-
fining case, AdSBH , where a black-hole (BH) in
the AdS bulk determines a characteristic horizon
scale R0 breaking conformal invariance (see Wit-
ten [1]).
The vev results can be summed up as follows:
AdS5 : 〈Wilson Lines〉 = e
TV (L) ∼ e#T/L
AdSBH : 〈Wilson Lines〉 = e
TV (L) ∼ e#TL/R
2
0 ,
where, the potential behaviour is as expected for
respectively conformal (perimeter law) and con-
fining (area law) cases. Note that there is in-
teresting information in the coupling dependent
numbers here denoted by # .
3. Supergravity Duals of Scattering Am-
plitudes
Interestingly enough, high energy amplitudes
in gauge field theories can be related to other re-
lated configurations of minimal surfaces [3]. At
high energy, fast moving colour sources propa-
gate along linear trajectories in coordinate space
thanks to the eikonale approximation. An ana-
lytic continuation from Minkowski to Euclidean
R4 space allows one to find a geometrical inter-
pretation in terms of a well-defined minimal sur-
face problem. Let us consider for illustration dif-
ferent applications.
3.1. “Quark” elastic scattering
Calling “(anti)quarks” the colour sources in the
(anti)fundamental representation of SU(N), the
high-energy elastic quark-(anti)quark amplitude
can be written [4]
A(s, q2) = 2is
∫
d~l ei~q·
~l 〈W1W2〉
χ=log s/m2
L=|~l|
,
where ~l is the impact parameter between the two
trajectories, conjugated to the momentum trans-
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Figure 4. Wilson lines for “quark” and dipole
elastic scattering in R4.
fer ~q, χ the total rapidity interval. Performing an
analytic continuation to the Euclidean space:
χ→ iθ ; tMink → −itEucl ,
the Wilson line vev can be expressed as a min-
imal surface problem whose boundaries are two
straight lines with an angle θ in R4, see Fig.4.
In flat space, with the same boundary conditions,
the minimal surface is the helicoid. One thus real-
izes that the problem can be formulated as a min-
imal surface problem whose mathematical formal
solution is a generalized helicoidal manifold em-
bedded in Euclidean AdS Spaces.
3.2. Dipole elastic scattering
For elastic scattering of colourless states, it is
interesting to consider QCD dipoles, which are
known to be a good toy model. Their propagation
in coordinate space within the eikonale approxi-
mation can be represented by elongated Wilson
loops near both right and left moving light-cone
directions. Using the same analytic continuation
framework, one has to compute the Wilson loop
correlator in the configuration displayed in Fig.4.
The minimal area solution with the correspond-
ing boundary conditions is difficult to find in
analytic form, necessary for the continuation to
Minkowski space. Some approximation schemes
may be used [2]. A quite general and intringuing
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Figure 5. Dipole scattering at large impact pa-
rameter.
feature is the existence of a geometrical transi-
tion between small and large impact parameter,
corresponding to the realization of disconnected
minimal surfaces, see Fig.5.
3.3. Dipole inelastic scattering
The application of AdS/CFT correspondence
for the two previous exemples is not so easy, even
if partial results are encouraging. For “quark”
elastic scattering, an infra-red time-like cut-off
is to be introduced due to the colour charges of
the quarks which implies a regularization scheme
and a complication of the geometrical aspects.
For dipole elastic scattering, there is no need for
a cut-off but the geometry of the minimal sur-
face is complicated. Inelastic scattering of dipoles
allows one to circumvent these difficulties. In-
deed, the helicoidal geometry remains valid due
to the eikonale approximation for the “spectator
quarks” while the “exchanged quarks” define a
trajectory drawn on the helicoid, see Fig.6. This
trajectory plays the roˆle of a dynamical time-like
cut-off which takes part in the minimization pro-
cedure.
Adopting the “world-line” path integral scheme
of Feynman [5], one may write the inelastic am-
plitude in terms of a Wilson loop vev:∫
Dτ 〈W (1→3′→4′→2′→1′)〉A,[τ ] e
−2mL[τ ] ,
where τ parametrizes the boundary trajectories
and L is their total length. Using the AdS-CFT
correspondence in the same framework as previ-
ously, one may formally integrate over the gauge
degrees of freedom and write
〈W (1→3′→4′→2′→1′)〉A,[τ ]=e
−
Area[τ]
2piα′ × Fluct.
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Figure 6. Wilson lines for inelastic dipole scatter-
ing
Note that the remaining minimization in τ runs
now on both the area and its boundary.
4. Reggeization from the geometry of its
AdS dual
To give a practical exemple of calculation we fo-
cus on the configuration of Wilson lines of Fig.6
in the context of a confining theory, dual to the
AdSBH case with a limiting horizon, see Fig.3.
The AdSBH metrics, as well as the canonical
AdS5 one, are characterized by a singularity at
z = 0 which implies a rapid growth in the z direc-
tion towards the D3 branes, then stopped near the
horizon at z0. Thus, to a good approximation, and
for large enough impact parameter (compared to
the horizon distance), the main contribution to
the minimal area is from the metrics in the bulk
near z0 which is nearly flat. Hence, near z0, the
relevant minimal area can be drawn on a classical
helicoid . Parametrizing the helicoid:
t = τ cos θσ/L
y = τ sin θσ/L
x = σ
z ∼ z0
the solution of the amplitude boils down to an
Euler-Lagrange minimization over τ, namely
AR(s, L
2) ∝
1
s
lim
α′→0
∫
Dτ e−
1
2piα′
Area[τ ] ×
× e−2mL[τ ] × Fluct. ,
5Figure 7. Fluctuations around the minimal sur-
face
where Area[τ ] is the section of an helicoid
bounded by the quark trajectories having to-
tal length L[τ ]. Note that the kinematical factor
1/s in front comes from an infinite-dimensional
fermionic spin factor along the quark trajecto-
ries corresponding to a bosonized representation
[5]. Its non-trivial calculation makes use of the 3-
dimensional embedding of the quark trajectories
on the helicoid surface [2].
After some technical steps and analytic con-
tinuation back to Minkowski space, the resulting
amplitude reads:
AR(s, q
2) =
∫
d~l ei~q·
~l e
− L
2
4α′
eff
χ
∝ s−α
′
eff q
2
,
corresponding to a linear Regge trajectory with
intercept 0 and slope α′eff related to the quark
potential calculated within the same AdS/CFT
framework.
A semi-classical correction comes from the fluc-
tuations near the minimal surface sketched in
Fig.7. It can be shown to be intimately related
to a contribution to the quark potential similar
to the well-known Lu¨scher term [6]. One finally
finds
AR(s, q
2) ∝ s
n
⊥
24 −α
′
eff q
2
,
where n⊥ is the number of transverse zero-modes
(zero-mass transverse excitations of the string) in
the AdS dual theory. It gives a shift in the inter-
cept of the reggeon trajectory.
The value of this intercept depends on the
particular realization of the AdS/CFT duality.
In known examples (see [2]) it is quoted to be
n⊥ = 7 or 8, , to be compared with the ordi-
nary Lu¨scher term having n⊥ = 2.. Note that
fermionic d.o.f. are not expected to remain mass-
less in an AdS background, and thus to give con-
tributions with opposite sign.
It is worth comparing the resulting inelastic
dipole amplitude with the one obtained for dipole
elastic scattering in the same framework. With
approximations required by to the non-trivial ge-
ometry of dipole loops one finds:
AP (s, q
2) ∼ s1+
n
⊥
96 −
α′
eff
4 q
2
,
with the same values of α′eff and n⊥. Reggeon
and Pomeron Regge trajectories are thus linear
and related to the quark potential. Note the fac-
tor 1/4 in the exponent of AP with respect to
AR which has some consistency with actual am-
plitudes, since it gives phenomenologically consis-
tent Pomeron and (average) dominant Reggeon
trajectories [2].
5. Conclusion: Reggeization and confine-
ment
Lattice calculations, which is the only presently
known way to evaluate directly QCD observables
at strong coupling, are not able to compute high-
energy amplitudes. hence, an interesting output
of the application of AdS/CFT correspondence
to high energy amplitudes at strong coupling is
to discuss the relation between Reggeization and
confinement, using the description in the dual
theory.
When comparing AdS5 duality - which cor-
responds to a conformal, non-confining gauge
theory - with AdSBH duality, which leads to
reggeization, the difference ultimately comes from
the different metrics in the bulk and hence from
the minimal surfaces for the same boudary con-
ditions. Taking into account their different ge-
ometry, see e.g. Fig.3, one expects after analytic
continuation and in the large energy (χ → ∞)
limit:
AreaAdSmin ∼ limχ→∞
L
L/χ
; AreaBHmin ∼ limχ→∞
L×
L
χ
.
The AdS5 case leads to a L-invariant value and,
after Fourier transformation, to a high-energy
amplitude with a q2 independent energy exponent
(or flat Regge trajectory). On the other hand, the
6AdSBH case leads to a linear Regge trajectory af-
ter Fourier transformation. For the AdSBH case
this rough expectation can be verified by an ex-
plicit calculation. Hence confinement appears as
an essential ingredient for the reggeized structure
of high-energy amplitudes. We expect this result
not to be dependent on the precise geometrical
AdSBH setting and thus to indicate a quite gen-
eral property of confining theories.
As a conclusion, let us discuss the list of prob-
lems for which the AdS/CFT framework give new
insights on the 35-years-old puzzle of high-energy
amplitudes at strong gauge coupling1. As usual
this also adds some new problems in this context!
Among the new insights:
• String dimensionality: D = 4+1+5 : Extra-
dimensions play an important dynamical
roˆle.
• Gravitation: It is decoupled. The (classical)
Pomeron intercept is 1 + ǫ instead of 2 for
the graviton. ǫ is related to a Lu¨sher term.
• Regge trajectories: They come out linear,
with slopes and intercepts related to the
quark potential including a Lu¨scher term.
Among the problems:
• High-energy phenomenology: Many aspects,
like the Flavor/Spin dependences, remain
to be studied.
• Approximations: The dual gauge theory is
not specified, and the exact minimal surface
in the bulk metrics to be determined.
• Dual of QCD? In the present framework,
the confining scale R0 has no relation with
ΛQCD.
• Unitarity: A more complete investigation
requires the study of multi-leg amplitudes.
• Deeper general problems: The formulation
of string theory in AdS backgrounds and
last but not least, a proof of the AdS/CFT
conjecture.
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